Dyno Owner's Manual

Thank you for purchasing the McPappy Racing Dyno. The dyno can provide 5 styles of testing:
• Chassis dyno testing
• Direct coupler in between both motors
• Direct coupler with flywheel in between both motors
• Offset motors using 2 pinions
• Offset motors using 2 pinions + flywheel
Chassis dyno testing offers the most convenience, as you simply set your car down on it and pull the
trigger. This convenience allows you to try many variations and find the power you want quicker. You
can also share numbers with other racers (regardless if the speedo and motor are different) to get the
power dialed in very quickly.
Direct ‘motor only’ testing is a bit more work to set up, but it provides an additional level of precision
because it removes some more variables. If you are looking to find small differences, direct ‘motor
only’ testing can be worth the effort.
Whichever test method you are using, your overall goal is to turn the slave motor as fast as you can
with the least amount of amps.

Assembly Instructions
Step 1.
Use the included zip ties and
zip tie the fans in place. Note
the bottom of the base is the
side with the extra machining
as seen in the above picture.
Also note the fans have an
arrow on the case to show you
the airflow direction.

Step 2.
Place the 4 self-adhesive
rubber feet in the corners.

Step 3.
Install the 3 heatsinks using ½” 4-40 pan
head screws and 4-40 locknuts.
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If you are doing direct ‘motor only’ testing, skip down to Step 9, otherwise continue on for the chassis
dyno assembly.

Step 4.
Using 3/8” 4-40 pan head
screws, install the motor
bulkheads onto the bulkhead
adapter plate. Spacers are used
to fine tune the amount of
threads that will go into the
bulkheads.
(If you purchased the dyno kit
without our rear axle
assembly, you may use your
own motor bulkheads.)

Step 5.
Using 1¾” 4-40 socket head
screws and 4-40 locknuts,
fasten the bulkhead adapter
plate, and motor mounts to
the base as seen.
2 of the screws will go
through the innermost
vertical slots and the other 2
will go through the innermost
horizontal slots.
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Step 6.
Put the rear axle assembly together as seen here.
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Step 7.
Use ½” 4-40 socket head
screws to fasten the 4 legs
to the base. Use ½” 4-40
pan head screws to fasten
the acrylic plate to the
legs.

Step 8.
Assemble the rest of the chassis dyno as seen below. The L-brackets will use the 6-32 star-washer
screws with the wing nuts. They are used to help hold your car in position. The brass hinges will be
placed on top of the acrylic plates as shown. This allows you to fold up the chassis dyno for portability
or to save workspace.
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Direct ‘Motor Only’ Testing
The following steps are used for direct
‘motor only’ testing only. You will not
need the following steps for the chassis
dyno testing.

Step 9.
Connect the standoffs to the motor
supports using ½” 4-40 pan head screws.
Use a single 1¾” 4-40 socket head screw
through both motor supports. The screw
is NOT used to join the supports. It’s
used for the motor tape only. Put the
4-40 locknut on, but DO NOT tighten
them together.

Step 10.
Use four 1 ½” 4-40 socket head screws
and locknuts to secure the motor supports
to the base.
With two ½” 4-40 socket head screws,
loosely fasten the carbon fiber brace.
Screw them only about ½ of the threads.
Secure the tape around the test motor and
carbon fiber brace. Now you’ll have some
extra motor tightening ability if needed.

Here is a look at the 4-40 locknuts on the
underside of the base. This extra machining in
the slot allows you to make adjustments from
the top side without needing a locknut wrench.
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Step 11.
A more secure method of
holding the motor is
shown on slave motor (on
the far right). Notice one
mount is turned upside
down and uses motor
screws instead of tape. It’s
recommended to use this
method on the slave
motor. You can leave the
slave like this for
everything except the
‘direct flex coupler
method’ method shown a
few steps below.

Step 12.
Once you’ve settled on a slave
pinion that provides the
resistance you want, leave it
on. (Call me if you want tips
on how to match your slave
resistance to the resistance that
your track provides.) Then you
can start playing with the test
motor timing, rollout, rotors,
or speedo timing.
Pinion to pinion testing sounds
louder and will chew up your
pinions more than normal
because normally the softer
plastic spur is sacrificed. So
you may want to purchase
some extra pinions for this
style of testing.
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Flywheel direct coupler method.
This method shows the flywheel being used as a
direct coupler while adding the extra rotational
mass simulating your car accelerating. You would
use this method to look at how many amps it took
to get up to speed and how long it took. The slave
motor simulates the air resistance and rolling
resistance of the car after it’s up to speed.

Flywheel offset with pinions.
This method does the same as above but allows
you to play with rollouts.

Direct flex coupler method.
In testing, we found the flex tube was a little
better than straight metal couplers. It provided
the highest repeatable results, as it was slightly
more forgiving with motor alignments.
To create the flex tube assembly, place 2 collars
on any motor shaft. Push and wrestle the tube
over the 2 collars. Repeat for the other side.
Take your 1/16th hex driver and place it on the
flex tube directly over set screw. Push down and
pierce a hole right through the tube so that you
can get on the set screws.
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Team Updates and Communication
We have an open policy for providing tips, setups, discussing future improvements, and taking
suggestions from all McPappy Racing owners. Please join us on www.McPappyRacing.com in our
discussion forum. If you have any questions, feel free to contact us:
Sales: 585-352-4599

McPappy Racing.

Toll Free (US Only)
800-596-8727
Sales:

36 Coventry Dr.
Spencerport, NY 14559

Support: 585-349-4722
Fax: 585-352-4593
Fax #2: 888-871-5733
Email: sales@mcpappy.com

ICQ Customer Service # 48338951
ICQ Technical Support # 623454
When you call, you will hear "Web Wonderland" on our answering service. You've reached the right place.
(McPappy Racing is under our main company Web Wonderland, Inc.)
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